NYU Wikis Help Guide

Welcome to the New and Improved WIKIS HELP GUIDE

Training and Support Contact Information

This guide features getting started information, highlight videos, and support information. For additional questions, email: askits@nyu.edu or call 212-998-3333. For additional Training and step-by-step tutorials, visit Atlassian University. For Faculty Consultations, visit the NYU Digital Studio.

POPULAR ARTICLES

Creating Content
Working with Blueprints
Sharing Content
Levels of permission
Organizing Content
Managing Changes and Notifications and Tasks
Working with Macros
Searching Confluence
## CREATE
- Creating Content
- Adding a page or a blog post
- Working with Blueprints
- Location of the new page
- Using an undefined link to create a page later
- Other ways to create a page
- Creating Beautiful and Dynamic Pages
- Working with Templates
- Working with the Office Connector
- Importing Content Into Confluence

## SHARE
- Sharing Content
- Levels of permission
  - Space permissions
  - Page restrictions
- More information
  - How do space permissions and page restrictions work together?
  - How do space permissions and page restrictions affect links?
- Likes and Popular Content
- User Status Updates
- Using Mentions
- Emailing a Page
- Commenting on pages and blog posts
- Printing Confluence Pages
- Exporting Confluence Pages and Spaces to Other Formats

## ORGANIZE
- Organizing Content
- Changing the Sequential Order of Pages
- Working with Pages
- Working with Blog Posts
- Working with Spaces
- Working with Confluence Labels
- Working with Favorites
- Working with Attachments

## TRACK
- Managing Changes and Notifications and Tasks
- Making yourself a watcher of pages or spaces
- Requesting other notifications
- Tracking updates by specific people
- Managing your notifications
- Using Confluence RSS feeds
- Subscribing to Email Notifications
- Working with Tasks

## SHARE
- Working with Macros
- Adding a Macro to your Page
- Confluence macros

## SEARCH
- Finding pages and blog posts
- More about the sidebar
- Collapsing the sidebar
- Where does Confluence put your pages and blog posts?
- Can you change the location of a page?
- Can you change the location of a blog post?